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1.0
INTRODUCTION
Purpose of the
guidance

How to use the
guidance

This guidance is a best practice approach for the
provision of creative and civil society workspace
in Kensal Canalside Oportunity Area and wider
Kensal locality. It is a Supplementary Planning
Document to the Royal Borough of Kensington and
Chelsea Development Framework. Wider strategic
advice on how to integrate public realm to support
workspace is also provided, to contribute to cohesive
development of the Kensal Canalside Opportunity
Area.

This guidance is intended to aid development and
assist design teams in successfully planning for
the inclusion of creative and civil society sector
workspace into new mixed-use developments. As the
majority of these developments will be residentialled, the guidance considers issues that contribute
to the effective co-location of creative workspace
with residential uses as well as integration with the
surrounding public realm.

2.0 Kensal’s creative ecosystem and needs

RA

Section 2.0 identifies the demand for creative and
civil society sector workspace in relation to Kensal’s
economy, to determine what sector uses and
activities should be targeted for the area.

D

A brief summary of the creative and civil society
sector economies in Kensal is taken from the
research carried out by We Made That, PRD and
Hatch Regeneris. The summary presents factors
that create implications for the provision of future
workspace for the creative and civil society sectors
in Kensal and thus concludes with a series of trends
for workspace guidance.
3.0 Creative workspace guidance
Section 3.0 offers spatial guidance according to
typologies of space for creative and civil society
facilities that can be included within development.
Five spatial typologies are identified following on
from the research findings. These are identified as:
— Office space
— Studio space
— Production & rehearsal space
— Workshop & maker space
— Flexible community space
Each typology defines spatial characteristics,
including internal space and technical requirements
along with internal and external servicing needs.
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4.0 Public realm guidance to support creative
workspace

		

Section 4.0 provides strategic guidance for how
public realm , including the canal area, can be
designed to successfully support creative and civil
society sector workspace
This guidance provides recommendations for public
space typologies that support creative workspace
within a mixed-use context. Focusing on the
neighbourhood street, working street scale and the
canal, it sets out the design parameters including
servicing requirements, guidance on frontages,
signage and noise mitigation measures.

FT

This guidance should be read alongside workspace
strategy and public realm sections within
Kensal Canalside Opportunity Area Development
Framework.

The document is structured into the following
sections:

In the case that there are multiple workspaces, a
number of recommendations are made for ancillary
features in order to support create a mutually
beneficial creative ecosystem.

5.0 Leasing and management arrangements
Section 5.0 identifies the key management and
operational considerations for creative and civil
society sector workspace within a mixed use
development.
This section is a summary of potential typical
management arrangements for creative workspace,
with a particular focus on council controlled
workspace methods. Research and presentation
of typical management arrangements for creative
workspace was carried out by PRD in collaboration
with Hatch Regeneris and We Made That.
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2.0 KENSAL’S CREATIVE
ECOSYSTEM AND NEEDS
A summary of the current creative and civil
society sectors in Kensal. The summary
presents factors that create particular
implications for the provision of future
workspace for the creative and civil society
sectors. This summary has been informed
by the Creative Economy research report

FT

that was carried out by We Made That with

D

RA

input from PRD and Hatch Regeneris.
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2.0 KENSAL’S CREATIVE
ECOSYSTEM AND NEEDS

Creative Sector Overview

Current Strengths
Creative sector businesses report being located
in Kensal Road and Barlby Road due to both the
affordability of workspace and the suitability of
workspace. For such businesses, access to the
area’s large pool of freelance artists and makers
allows businesses to increase their employment
size in relation to the scale of individual contracts.
The proximity to central London, where most of their
customer base is located is also highly significant.
Creative sub-sector strengths are currently in areas
of work which tend to be of higher value, such as
Film, TV, Video, Radio and Photography. These sectors
are currently dominated by very small business
and sole traders. It seems apparent that the area
supports a number of freelancers who service the
London market. In recent years, Kensal has seen
significant growth in creative employment in the IT,
Software and Computer Services sector.
Currently, the top 3 creative sectors in terms
of employment and the number of businesses
are design and architecture, sound video and
photography and fashion.
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Public realm & amenity
Public realm, amenity space and connectivity is
currently poor. Successful workspace provision and
uptake is likely to be dependent on an approach that
is integrated with wider development plans that
improve the current condition of amenity, public
realm and connectivity.
Opportunities
To be successful, the evolution of Kensal’s creative
economy needs to happen in the most inclusive way
possible. Perhaps more than any area in London due
to the recent Grenfell Tower tragedy, the evolution of
any economic strategy in North Kensington needs to
find a balance between economic opportunity and
genuine social and community purpose. There is an
opportunity to involve local residents in the Creative
Sector as this is not currently being fulfilled.

433

artists and

creative businesses
(out of 721 in the
employment study)

78%

of SME’s
employ 0-9 people
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Market sluggishness means landlords cannot target
a particular type of tenant and have to take what
they can get. Promoting clustering in the proposed
creative and civil society sectors will help to
invigorate demand.

RA

Local Policy Context
The RBKC Local Plan (2015-2028) highlights the
importance of the creative sector in the borough in
contributing to local economic growth as well as
promoting local identity and fostering innovation.
The ambition for the Kensal Canalside Opportunity
Area (KCOA), the Borough’s largest remaining
brownfield site, is to act as a catalyst for
regeneration throughout North Kensington, offering
employment opportunities and spaces that will
foster the cultural and creative industries.

Creative Clustering
Whilst there are some examples of clustering
in Kensal, particularly at Canalot Studios and
Westbourne Studios, the distribution of creative
activities across the area suggests a high amount
of home working and limited co-location. The area
is only served by a few creative workspaces. This is
highlighted as a key challenge facing the sector in
the RBKC Arts and Culture Strategy, alongside the
vulnerability of small businesses to rising rental and
property costs.

Type of Business
Together SMEs make up over 99 per cent of all
businesses and account for around half of London’s
jobs. Small businesses, entrepreneurs, and creatives
hold London’s future growth and innovation
potential. In Kensal, businesses are predominantly
SMEs, with 78% employing 0-9 people.

D

The findings below is based on data taken from
a review of desk-based data sets and an on-theground employment audit involving interviews with
more than 60 businesses.

There are a number of ‘scale up’ businesses across
a range of sectors in the area which are performing
strongly and growing at a high rate. This includes a
high end fashion brand, an engineering consultancy
and a visual data company.
Locality of workforce
Kensal, North Kensington and RBKC all have higher
numbers of local creative jobs than residents who
work in the creative sector. This suggests that the
locality is importing its creative workforce and
hence, the opportunity to involve local residents in
this sector is not currently being fulfilled.
This suggests that alongside any provision of
creative space, there should be a focus on support
to help local residents better engage with the sector
and the opportunities therein.

Despite slower growth in the creative sector in recent
years compared to RBKC and London, availability of
space and the presence of creative workforce does
suggest there is headroom for growth.
There is an opportunity to create a more efficient
and diverse creative ecosystem in North Kensington,
which is better placed to respond to local needs
and is more resilient to economic change. However,
this will require the provision of a mix of unit sizes,
flexible work-spaces and lower cost units to house
creative activities.

60% of the
businesses recorded are
‘creative’ including

9%

working in the fashion
sector

See Appendix A for the full research report.
Creative businesses
account for about

3,051 jobs which
corresponds to 51% of
total employment.
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2.0 KENSAL’S CREATIVE
ECOSYSTEM AND NEEDS

Civil Society Sector
Overview
The civil society refers to individuals and
organisations that are not government owned
nor distribute profits. This usually refers to the
‘voluntary’, ‘third’ or the ‘social’ sector.

located within Kensal’s multi-occupancy office
buildings, however this mainly concerns the large
scale organisations which often operate national or
London-wide.

Community-led Change
There has been a lack of partnership and poor
coordination between the council and voluntary
sector and within the local voluntary sector in North
Kensington. In some instances, this has resulted in
friction between different organisations looking for
support and funding.

Opportunities
Due to the strength of the charity sector, there is an
opportunity for strong links between the creative
and civil society sectors in North Kensington in the
context of post-Grenfell recovery.

Sectors and employment
The majority of organisations are independent and
of a small scale. The organisations are typically
involved in activities around youth education, health
and mental health and there is relatively important
presence of organisations providing services and
activities targeted to a specific community (e.g.
Eritrean parents & children association; Worldwild
Somali students and professors association,
Sudanese Numbian association). There is a high
proportion of active youth groups in the area.
Clustering of third sector organisations
The two main clusters where third sector
organisations and community groups are located is
at Canalside House (located within the KCOA) and
the Westway Trust.

study area are active youth
groups.
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Organisations should be supported to respond more
efficiently to local need, whilst also helping them
interface with the opportunities presented by the
creative sector.

RA

There is an opportunity for better partnership and
coordination between the council and voluntary
sector and within the local voluntary sector in North
Kensington. In some instances, there has been
friction between different organisations looking for
support and funding.

sector organisations in the

There are at least

70

charities located in

D

Post-Grenfell, there has been a significant increase
in the levels of community mistrust in institutions
and large organisations.

38% of total third

Kensal, employing almost

800 people.

51 third sector
organisations have been
recorded within the study
area which is

7% of all

businesses.

Other locations includes local art and community
centres as well as residential buildings. 17% are
176 Kensal Creative Economy
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2.0 KENSAL’S CREATIVE
ECOSYSTEM AND NEEDS

Future Trends

Strong local links and socio-ecnomic benefits
Locality is important to Kensal’s creative workforce
with a strong base in skills sharing and local supply
chains, particularly between the fashion and music
sectors.
Links with the local community could be enhanced
and have not been present in the new type of
workspace that is coming to Kensal.
Businesses reported a ‘creative atmosphere’
although a lack of cultural institutions and amenities
in the local area that would allow it to be recognised
as such.
Most of the businesses working in the fashion and
media sectors have reported a regular use of cultural
production facilities available for professional hire in
the local area.
Proximity to central London
Kenals’ large creative base and proximity to London
attracts freelancers and businesses. Connections
to London are currently poor and public realm and
connectivity within the Kensal area is also poor.
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A number of world renowned music and sound
recording businesses are also already established
in the area. This offers the potential for mutuallysupportive growth.

offer which indicate signs of new investment and
interest in the area. Research indicates that the
market driven workspace won’t be filled therefore
type and quality of provision is important.
There is a risk that existing creative businesses are
priced out of the area. Support must be provided
for the small creative businesses who are most
vulnerable to rising rental and property costs.
There are a number of major planning applications
coming forward in the area - particularly in the
Kensal Road Employment Zone. This offers an
opportunity for the diversification of commercial
offer, to pilot an innovative strategy that the rest of
the Borough can learn from.
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Most of the businesses surveyed said they were
located in the area for affordability reasons as
Kensal is relatively central and cheaper than
Central London. Rising workspace costs and the
recent monopoly of incoming higher-end workspace
providers threatens this is seen somewhat negatively
by long-standing businesses.

Recognised businesses
The area is home to the head offices of some
recognised food brands such as Innocent, Indie
Bay and Demarquette. There is also a small cluster
of food and tech businesses, for example protein
powder and dietary juices and a strong fashion
ecosystem.

RA

Intervention is needed through a robust policy to
assure the provision of workspace that is affordable
for small creative businesses.

Improving connections to London and within the
Kensal area itself will strengthen the success of the
area. An integrated approach to development will be
an essential part of this.

Room for growth
There are a high number of start-ups and SME
businesses moving to the area, with significant
growth in creative employment in the IT, software
and computer services sector. There is also a fast
growing manufacturing sector and emerging new
creative workspace cluster with companies like
FORA already moving in.

D

Avoiding the loss of affordable workspace
There has been a large loss of affordable creative
production and consumption space in the area. Cost
of rents has contributed to increased frequency of
home working and some businesses can no longer
afford to stay in the area.

More than 62% of the businesses interviewed in the
research report have reported expecting to grow in
the next year. Among those, 61% expect that they will
need to find a bigger workspace in the next year.
Following the research, the top creative business
sectors and therefore those that could be targeted
for the KCOA include:
— Info and communication: sound, video and photo
— Services: design and architecture
— Fashion and textiles: commerce, design and
manufacturing
— Third sector organisations

Mutually supportive growth between creative and
civil society businesses
The creative sector in Kensal is growing alongside a
disorganised civil society concurrently which offer
the opportunity to combine sectors.
The presence of locally rooted and pro-active
charity organisations have an explicit ‘thriving
area’ ambition and there is a high number of youth
organisations. Nurturing the capacity for the growth
of the creative sector relates to the opportunity
found in the civil society sector, with the opportunity
to up-skill and support local residents.
Both creative and civil society sectors are well
established and therefore the potential to
strengthen and expand this link is particularly
important to rebuild trust post-Grenfell.

Suitability of new workspace development
There are many newly refurbished, new build and
upcoming developments with commercial workspace
p 7

3.0 CREATIVE WORKSPACE
GUIDANCE
The spatial guidance that follows is based

A number of recommendations for ancillary

on the findings from the research into

features are made that should be provided

Kensal’s creative economy. Five spatial

alongside multiple creative workspaces in

typologies are identified, in relation to the

development sites.

scales of spaces required to support the
creative and civic society sectors in

FT

the area:

3. Production & rehearsal space M,L
4. Workshop & maker space S,M
5. Flexible community space S & M

D

2. Studio space XS,S & L,XL

RA

1. Office space S,M & L,XL

Typical arrangements for each typology
outline the specific spatial characteristics,
including internal space and technical
requirements along with internal
and external servicing needs. Typical
arrangements and best practice case study
examples are also provided.

176 Kensal Creative Economy
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3.0 CREATIVE WORKSPACE
GUIDANCE
Typical
optional
features

Page layout guide

Each typology has its own guidance chapter which
provides the following information:

Typology
application

Case
study

Title

Typical layout
Based on best practice research, the typical layout
section provides spatial guidance according to the
typology, such as floor to ceiling heights, servicing
requirements and floor areas.
Typical optional features
Each typology typically feature a series of
component parts relating to access, specification,
servicing and other operational needs.

Technical specifications
Detailed guidance such as access and servicing
requirements and environmental considerations that
are essential to the successful functioning of the
typology.

FT
RA

Case study
A best practice example found in London that
demonstrates application of the guidance.

D

Typology application
List of creative and civil society sectors who require
that particular typology of creative workspace.

Typical layout

Technical
specifications

Ancillary features for shared workspace
When a development site presents capacity to
support multiple creative workspaces, a number of
ancillary features should be provided alongside the
spaces specific to the typology to contribute to the
creation of a mutually beneficial creative ecosystem.

Ancillary features
for shared
workspace
176 Kensal Creative Economy
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3.0 CREATIVE WORKSPACE
GUIDANCE
Creative & civil society
sector definitions

Creative workspace for artists has its own
categorisation as artistic activity is not driven by
commercial gain*. Therefore artists workspace is
not considered to be creative workspace by the
definition used in this document.

Fashion

Film, TV &
Photography

Painting

Fashion design and
manufacturing

Film, video and TV
production

Textiles design and
manufacturing

Film, video and TV
post-production

Music recording

Jewellery design
and manufacturing

Film, video and TV
distribution

Music
publishing

Specialised design
activities

TV programming and
broadcasting

Music rehearsal

Drawing

FT

The creative workspace guidance defined within
this best practice guide have been categorised into
the six sectors as shown in the icons on the right. A
series of uses associated with each sector are listed
below, defining the types of activity each sector
space might support.

Art & Design

Print-making
Sculpture
3d printing
Mixed media work

*as defined in London Creative Workspace Study,
GLA, 2018 and London Artists’ Workspace Study, GLA,
2018

Pottery and ceramics
Product design &
manufacturing

D

Civil Society Sector
Civil society refers to individuals and organisations
that are not government owned nor distribute profits.
Civil society individuals and organisations act with
the primary purpose of creating social value. This
has come to mean the ‘voluntary’, ‘third’ or the ‘social’
sector.

RA

Creative Sector
The Department for Digital, Culture, Media & Sport
(DCMS) defines the Creative Industries as ‘those
industries which have their original in individual
creativity, skills and talent and which have the
potential for wealth and job creation through the
generation and exploitation of intellectual property’.

Wood, metal &
glass crafts
Advertising and
marketing
Architectural
services

Photography
Casting,
management and
booking services
Lighting and sound
design

Music & Radio

Performing
Arts

Artists

Radio broadcasting

Theatre rehearsal

Vocal recording

Theatre prop and
costume making
and hiring

Public workshops
and engagement

Manufacture of
musical instruments

Threatre set and
exhibition design
and building

Exhibitions
(activities cover all
of these found in
creative sectors)

Theatre event and
festival services
Dance and other
performing arts
rehearsal

Civil Society

Dance & performing
arts support
activities
Voluntary & outreach
programmes
Administration

Graphic design

Public relations

Software/web design

Publishing & digital/
IT

Publishing digital/IT
Computer and video
gaming

Advertising &
marketing
Social media
communities

176 Kensal Creative Economy
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3.0 CREATIVE WORKSPACE
GUIDANCE
Overview of spatial
typologies

3. Production & rehearsal space
p18

S/M
Floor area (11m 2 - 150m 2)
Internal floor to ceiling height 2.9-4.4m (B1a,B1b)
4.5-8m (B1b,B1c)

XS/S
Floor area (11m 2 - 32m 2)
Internal floor to ceiling height 2.9-4.4m

M/L
Floor area (32m 2 - 500m 2)
Internal floor to ceiling height 2.9-4.4m (B1a,B1b)

FT

2. Studio space
p15

L/XL
Floor area (150m2 - 500m2 +)
Internal floor to ceiling height 2.9-4.4m (B1a, B1b)
4.5-8m (B1b,B1c)

M/L
Floor area (32m 2 - 500m 2)
Internal floor to ceiling height 2.9-4.4m (B1a, B1b)

RA

From this we have identified five spatial typologies
and the creative workspace guidance has been
structured around scale of space that is likely to be
appropriate for the Kensal Canalside Opportunity
Area:
— Office space S,M & L,XL
— Studio space XS,S & L,XL
— Production & rehearsal space M,L
— Workshop & maker space S,M
— Flexible community space S & M

1. Office space
p12

D

Outputs from the business study evidence base
research and engagement revealed the following
creative workspace spatial demand:
— Affordable events venue
— Affordable creative studio / office workspaces
— Affordable workspace for small businesses
— Creative shared film/photography/audio facilities
— Affordable workshop / maker-space
— Messy workspace for creative production
— Public interior space
— Local café and lunch amenities
— Creative business support service e.g. printers
— Safe workspace for staff and customers
— Better streetscape and way-finding
— Bike storage
— Improved access to the canal

Providing a mixture of unit sizes, typologies and
flexible workspaces will be key to building in
resilience to future change in the creative sector.
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4. Workshop & makerspace
p20

5. Flexible community space
p22

S/M
Floor area (11m 2 - 150m 2)
Internal floor to ceiling height 2.9-4.4m (B1a,B1b)
4.5-8m (B1b,B1c)

S
Floor area (11m 2 - 32m 2)
Internal floor to ceiling height 2.9-4.4m
M
Floor area (32m 2 - 150m 2)
Internal floor to ceiling height 2.9-4.4m (B1a, B1b)
4.5-8m (B1b,B1c)
p 11

OFFICE SPACE
SIZE: S, M
Typical layout

Typical optional features

This typology covers conventional office space, in
particular where it is provided at a small scale - both
of individual unit size and number of units. Office
space at this scale of provision is often found within
existing buildings. Therefore a larger area of office
floorspace is desirable for new build developments
for viability reasons due to efficiencies of scale.

Office space within the small to medium
scale categories typically feature a series
of component parts relating to access,
specification, servicing and other operational
needs. These are illustrated below.

Small to medium office space applies
predominantly to the following sectors:
— Art & Design
— Film, TV & Photography
— Music & Radio
— Civil Society

FT

Activities are overwhelmingly desk-based. Many
features are held in common with L and XL office
types, as the distinction between the two typologies
is primarily one of scale.

7

2.9-4.4m
3

Suspended
ceiling

Kitchenette

Server / Data
trays

WC

Secure cycle
storage

Shared
entrance area
and directory
signage

Provision
for service
risers

Provision for
sprinklers
/ smoke
detection

RA

5

D

6
4

Meeting
space / room

8
1

2

Key:
1. Less than 500m2 floor area
2. Unit-specific entrance
3. Desk-based working
4. Storage
5. Daylighting
6. Passive ventilation where possible
7. Electric heating most likely
8. Street facing fenestration and privacy screening
176 Kensal Creative Economy
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Mechanical
ventilation

iNDUSTRY Whiston Road, Haggerston, 2007
New build mixed use residential development
is owned and managed by the Shoreditch Trust,
a community-run regeneration agency, to
deliver affordable workspace. 650sqm of small
office units, membership lounge and meeting
spaces have been successfuly co-located with
residential uses above.
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OFFICE SPACE
SIZE: L, XL
Typical layout

Typical optional features

This typology relates to predominantly desk-based
activities, similarly to S and M office type. The larger
floor areas in this category are associated with a
range of sub-categories that are applicable to a
variety of occupiers, ranging from large, corporate
organisations using entire buildings or floorplates
to sole traders operating in flexible incubator /
accelerator / co-working spaces (IACs).

3

2.9-4.4m

5

4

6

1

Key:
1. Greater than 500m2 floor area
2. Unit-specific entrance
3. Desk-based working
4. Storage
5. Ducted ventilation system/ VRF where passive
ventilation not possible
6. Daylighting
7. Service riser 2% of floor area
8. Street facing fenestration and privacy screening
176 Kensal Creative Economy
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Shared
reception
(possibly
street-facing)

Provision for
sprinklers
/ smoke
detection

Provision
for service
risers

Meeting
space / room

Designated
delivery bay

Separate
passenger
& goods lift

Secure
cycle
storage

Large to extra large office space applies
predominantly to the following sectors:
— Art & Design
— Fashion
— Film, TV & Photography
— Music & Radio
— Artists
— Civil Society

D

RA

FT

Shared
entrance area
and directory
signage

2

7

Print room /
area

Communications
room

Suspended
ceiling

Server /
Data trays

8

Communal
/ break out

Mechanical
ventilation

Kitchenette

Showers /
changing
rooms

WC

Huckletree West, White City, 2017
Huckletree West is a co-working space
providing 15 office spaces and 200+ desk
spaces to bring together digital and tech
freelancers, start-ups and SMEs on the ground
floor of the former six storey BBC Media Centre.
Part of White City Place emerging business
district focusing on tech, digital and media.
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OFFICE SPACE
SIZE: S - XL
Technical specifications

Waste Management
— Need to accommodate / situate appropriate
internal /external capacity and accessibility for
all waste generated by the full range of potential
occupants.
Noise
— Hours of operation within conventional working
hours (8am-7pm)
— Key design features that reduce the type of noise
generated in an office environment include
— glazing, doors, ventilation,building orientation,
separating walls, internal walls and floor
performance, reverberation controls and room
acoustics, external noise acoustics, communal
areas. All are mitigated by careful design

Security (24 hours)

Flexible meeting
space / room

Shared kitchen

Street facing
entrance / lobby

Individual lockers

Enclosed room (child
care facilities)

Shared toilets

Reception (possibly
street-facing)

Designated
delivery bay

Nap / rest room

Shared showers /
changing rooms

Communal / break
out area

Shared print room /
area

Shared post room

Activity room

FT

Quality of internal environment
— Developer provision as ‘shell and core’ fit-out
may deter smaller potential occupiers due to
capital costs
— Daylighting required to work areas although
ancillary spaces (kitchens, bathrooms, storage)
can be located in deeper plan areas
— Quality of separation between offices and other
uses in building (if relevant) needed to ensure
identity
— High spec such as BREEAM ratings
— Flexible open plan layouts for for large offices
with some enclosed space for private meetings
— Glass-to-core depths of 9-12m allow room for
cellular office space or open plan plus storage
space

RA

Access and servicing
— Intermittent servicing with small (transit-sized)
vehicles
— Vehicle and cycle parking provided in line with
The London Plan
— Links to key local transport routes is more crucial
than to larger regional routes

Emissions
— Generally no disruptive or noxious emissions
associated with this typology

Movement of materials within spaces
— Minimum requirements to move materials within
spaces beyond basic office functions
— Goods lift servicing for multistorey developments
(with a minimum loading of 500kg)
— For large offices, reduce potential bottlenecks
and conflicts and noise between occupants

D

Typology Characteristics
— General rule: less than 10 employees use up to
200m2 (2,153sq.ft) and 5,000m2 (53,820sq.ft) for
50-250 employees
— Provision on any floor
— 2.9 -4.4m ceiling height
— For mezzanine floors, assume floor depth of
300 to 500mm (depending on materials) with
minimum floor to ceiling requirement of 2.5m.
— Need for staffing / client access only (no large
entrance requirements).
— Need for good fibre optic broadband and
telephonic infrastructure
— Electrical heating is the most common for simple,
dry installation and low capital costs and limited
vertical servicing between spaces
— Passive ventilation where possible. For large
units a variable refrigerant flow (VRF) system is
highly flexible, with condensors located at rear

Ancillary features for
shared workspace

Interaction with the street
— For street-facing units, consider fenestration
treatments for appropriate balance of privacy/
security and street activation
— Office identity likely to be stronger in ground
floor location, however the need for privacy and
security tpyically prohibits open interaction with
the street

EM
AN

Event space
176 Kensal Creative Economy
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Cafe

Shared
communications room
(2x2m space per
500m 2 floor area)
p 14

STUDIO SPACE
SIZE: XS, S
Typical layout

Typical optional features

These typologies span workspace for creative uses
that may have additional spatial requirements above
and beyond those of office-type work places. These
cellular spaces are generally provided within larger
buildings to allow multiple managed units, forming a
critical mass for operational purposes.

Extra small to small studio space applies
predominantly to the following sectors::
— Art & Design
— Film, TV & Photography
— Music & Radio
— Artists

2
3

6

2

7

2.9-4.4m

3

1

5

4

D

6

RA

2.9-4.4m

FT

Meeting
space / room

4

Provision
for service
risers

Access
to shared
toilet
facilities /
kitchenette

M
A
K
E
R

Shared
ground floor
access for
large scale
works or
deliveries

Shared
entrance
area and
directory
signage

Specialist
equipment
with 3 phase
power

1
7
8

5

Small Studio Space - Key:
1. 11-32m2 floor area
2. Daylight and natural ventilation
3. Heating through wet system or space heaters
4. Potential for sub-metered servicing
5. Locking door
6. Locker
7. 3 phase power is preferable
8. Water supply with min. 1Bar at boundary, with
local boosting possible
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Suspended
ceiling

Extra-small Studio Space - Key:
1. Less than11m2 floor area
2. Daylight and natural ventilation
3. Heating through wet system or space heaters
4. Potential for sub-metered servicing
5. Locking door
6. Locker
7. 3 phase power is preferable

Mechanical
ventilation

Server / Data
trays

Provision for
sprinklers
/ smoke
detection

Arbeit Studios, London City Island, 2018
Relocation of artistic studios into a new
development by Ballymore on London City
Island. The Studiomakers initiative, Mayor
of London and Arbeit Gallery collaborated to
provide a mix of creative workspaces alongside
support and ancillary spaces to foster a
shared environment for innovative community
involvement.
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STUDIO SPACE
SIZE: M, L
Typical layout

Typical optional features

Large creative studio type space spans workspace
for creative uses that have outgrown small creative
studios space. This may be through taking on
larger numbers of staff, making products in larger
numbers, or developing performances at a scale that
necessitates more space.

Medium to large studio space applies
predominantly to the following sectors:
— Art & Design
— Fashion
— Film, TV & Photography
— Artists

FT

Meeting
space / room

RA

6

2.9-4.4m

5

Key:
1. 32-500m2 floor area
2. Floor loading between 3.5-5kN/m 2
3. Natural cross-ventilation with manually operable
windows
4. Larger space allows for additional storage of
materials
5. Slidable / non-loadbearing division walls to
enable subdivision
6. Specialist equipment may require 3 phase power,
e.g ceramics studio / kiln
7. Specialist large scale equipment to be
considered in fit out
Note: Larger studios likely to be subdivided into
clean and ‘messy’ spaces. Flexibility for specific subdivision is essential.
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D

4

3

Provision
for service
risers

Access
to shared
toilet
facilities /
kitchenette

M
A
K
E
R

Shared
ground floor
access for
large scale
works or
deliveries

Shared
entrance
area and
directory
signage

Specialist
equipment
with 3 phase
power

7
1

Suspended
ceiling

Server / Data
trays

Provision for
sprinklers
/ smoke
detection

2

Localised
extract e.g.
fume cupboard

Separate
passenger
& goods lift

Mechanical
ventilation

Royal Albert Docks, Deptford, 2017
Small creative studios in a phased scheme of a
mixed use residential development, providing a
mix of creative workspace and flexible ancillary
spaces. Newham council included terms in
the section 106 so that the developer targeted
creative industries to occupy the ground floor.
Bow Arts Trust took the lease and manage the
ground floor creative workspace.
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STUDIO SPACE
SIZE: XS - L
Technical specifications

Vehicle access
— Some operational parking required for moving and
delivery of materials, which may be large
— Dedicated loading/ unloading access to building with
enough space for a rigid HGV circulation
— Vehicle and cycle parking provided in line with The
London Plan
Waste management
— Need to accommodate and situate appropriate
internal / external capacity and accessibility for all
waste that is generated. Special consideration may
need to be given for the less typical types of waste
generated
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Emissions
— Potentially disruptive/ noxious emissions associated
with making spaces
— Centralised extraction system (including scrubber unit
where applicable) for removal of possible solvents etc.

Separate passenger
& goods lift

Provision for
sprinklers / smoke
detection

Shared kitchen

Street facing
entrance

Wide corridors

Shared toilets

Shared showers /
changing rooms

Reception (possibly
street-facing)

Designated delivery
bay

Communal / break
out area

Shared post room

Activity room

Localised extract e.g.
fume cupboard

FT

Communal space/yard requirements
— Communal/break out spaces encourage interaction,
foster a creative community and are often required
by artists. However they do not generate revenue and
have a negative impact on floorspace efficiency

Quality of internal environment
— Space should be customisable as activities and space
requirements are varied, therefore a ‘standard’ product
may not meet needs
— Large, open spaces – most activities require spaces
that provide appropriate scale (height and floorplan) to
accommodate large equipment or other installations,
artist activity will require natural light
— Non-structural dividing walls increase adaptability
for tenants with specialist equipment such as screen
printing presses
— Weak plasterboard walls not desirable given heavier
hanging requirements of some artists

RA

Access and servicing
— Utility provision is dependent upon the scope of
offering
— Standard inclusion covers: small power, lighting,
emergency lighting, fire and smoke detection, security
systems for perimeter and studios, internet access
and comms, water
— Metering and sub metering for individual tenants
— Heating of spaces either through a wet system (boiler
and radiators) or space heaters
— Access to key local transport routes and larger
regional routes an asset to provision

Noise
— Hours of operation can be outside conventional
working hours and 24 hour access is desirable
— Generally low noise-level creative/making functions,
some need for sound insulation

Security (24 hours)
Secure cycle storage

D

Typology Characteristics
— Individual studios for small creative workshop/studio
ranges from 11- 32m2 and large creative workshop/
studio ranges from 32-500m2
— 2.9 -4.4m ceiling height, minimum 3.5m preferred
— Can be provided at street-level or within building at
any floor
— Generally spaces are better located off the street but
some occupiers would benefit from being located with
a presence on the public realm
— Large creative studios are better suited to ground floor
provision due to loading and access requirements
— Occupier access should be secure (individual key
access for artists workspace), with possibility to
individually lock studios or a safe within each studio
— Need for staffing / client access as well as some
requirements for materials to be delivered
— Fibre optic broadband for good internet provision is
essential

Ancillary features for
shared workspace

Movement of materials within spaces
— Wide corridors are useful for moving work and objects
but not too wide to become storage
— Multi-storey studios require a goods lift for vertical
material movements and a goods in covered zone /
lobby area
Interaction with the street
— Majority of artists prefer studios to be private and not
public fronting. Fashion and textile design businesses
reported that inconspicuous workspace location is
important for design development
— Visibility of common areas and shared facilities more
suited to street activation than studios

Individual lockers

EM
AN

Goods storage

Gallery / event space Space for specialist Enclosed room (child
equipment with 3
care facilities)
phase power, e.g. kiln

Cafe
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PRODUCTION & REHEARSAL SPACE
SIZE: M, L
Typical layout

Typical optional features

This typology covers medium to large production and
rehearsal activities. These activities have greater
spatial requirements and are likely to require
servicing by large goods vehicles. They may have
specific servicing requirements such as three-phase
power and mechanical extract equipment.

Mechnical
extract

Secure
cycle
storage

Separate
passenger
& goods lift

Environmental
screening as
appropriate

Provision
for
sprinklers/
smoke
detectors

Consider
signage
for streetfacing
units

WC

Street-facing
entrance/
ancillary retail
with signage

Kitchenette

Medium to large production and rehearsal
space applies predominantly to the following
sectors:
— Film, TV & Photography
— Performing Arts
— Artists

6

FT

6-8m

RA

7
2

D

5

9

4
1

Key:
1. Less than 500m2 floor area
2. Double height ceiling allows for administration
mezzanine. May also be provided adjacent to
loading doors in wider units
3. Roller-shuttered doors for deliveries
4. Separate staff/ visitor access with signage
5. Spanning structure for flexible internal layout
6. Radiator heating to office areas
7. Blow air heating for work areas
8. External loading area
9. 3 phase power
10. Drainage from floors areas (suited to food
production/ brewing)
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10

3
M
A
K
E
R

8

Designated
delivery
bay

Shared ground
floor access for
large deliveries

Bow Enterprise Park, Bow, 2017
Development of affordable residential,
commercial and light industrial spaces.
Workspace Group let and manage eight B1c
units. With individual secure access, the
commercial spaces have proved popular,
attracting a range of business activities such
as a design agency and a 3D print studio.
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PRODUCTION & REHEARSAL SPACE
SIZE: M - L
Technical specifications

Waste Management
— Need to accommodate and situate appropriate
external capacity and accessibility for all waste
that is generated by the full range of potential
occupants
176 Kensal Creative Economy
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Shared post room

Goods storage

Green room

Street facing
entrance

Studio space
(see XS or S studio
space)

Assemble office

Wide corridors

Shared toilets

Localised extract e.g.
fume cupboard

Personal car parking
separate from service
yards

Shared showers /
changing rooms

Space for specialist
equipment with 3
phase power, e.g.
ceramics studio/ kiln

Enclosed room (child
care facilities)

Cafe

Individual lockers

Dressing room

Communal / break
out area

Activity room

Supporting spaces :
woodwork machine
room, metalwork room,
spray booth / wet room

Security (24 hours)

Quality of internal environment
— Generally large scale long span spaces are
preferred for maximum flexibility. Some
occupiers are able to break operation into
smaller spaces (e.g. 4 or 5 different processes
which can be in smaller spaces)

Movement of materials within spaces
— Large spanning areas, allowing access and
flexibility of operations. Rectangular plan form
with ratio of long to short sides between 1 : 1
(minimises internal travel distances where no
particular traffic routes are dictated by process)
and 3: 1 (average of 2: 1)
Interaction with the street
— Yard or loading space is usually required to
allow regular servicing and deliveries, as well as
some external operations e.g. keg washing and
fabrication of out- sized items
— Beyond delivery needs, industrial uses may
require less street frontage, and so could be
narrower than other commercial uses

Shared kitchen

1.80m
min

FT

Emissions
— Filtered extract systems with capability for
noxious outputs, with screened noise attenuation
treatment
— Boundary structures minimum height /
specification
— Enclose service space within buildings as
appropriate

RA

Access and servicing
— Tenants expect energy efficient heating system
— For work areas, electrical system (dry option) Radiant Panel / Blown Air – Lower installation
costs / expensive running costs. Gas / Oil Fuel
(wet system) – Radiant / Blown Air - Higher
installation costs / lower running cost.
— nternally 18-21 deg C achieved, avoiding
overheating in summer- air-change rate (fresh air
supply) minimum 5 I/s/person
— For office/ancillary space, dry electrical unit
space heating, with point of use water heating,
where wet fired system not implemented
— Drainage pipes away from floor areas
— 3-phase power
— For regular deliveries, unit should accommodate
light / medium vehicle access up to 7.5 ton, with
occasional HGV access

Noise
— Hours of operation likely to require control due to
management/ supervision arrangements
— Generally higher noise-level manufacturing
/ production functions, need for particular
sound insulation to satisfy normal planning
requirements
— Highly insulated windows with baffled vents to
provide trickle air supply
— Suitable sound attenuation treatment to
externally sited chiller units, LEV’s etc

D

Typology Characteristics
— Individual units <500m2 (5,382sq.ft)
— Higher ceiling (4.5 - 8m), generally minimum 4m
ceiling height.
— Double height spaces (min. 6m) allow for smaller
scale elements to be stacked around taller
spaces and/ for production areas where lifting
and handing may be required. Provides adequate
flexibility for adapting mezzanine office fit-out
for 10% of space
— Best provided at street-level to allow for ease of
servicing, delivery of materials, access to outdoor
production spaces
— Some need for large entry access points for
vehicles transporting materials and for regular
servicing.
— Openings should be large enough for delivery
of goods and equipment: roll-up doors with
minimum height of 3.7m and width of 2.4-3m
— Typically rectangular plan form with ratio of long
to short sides between 1:1 (where no particular
traffic routes are dictated by process) and 3:1

Ancillary features
for shared workspace

EM
AN

Gallery/event space

Reception (possibly
street-facing)

M
A
K
E
R
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WORKSHOP SPACE: S, M
Typical layout

Typical optional features

This typology spans workspace for creative uses that
may have additional spatial requirements above and
beyond those of office-type work places.

Mechnical
extract

Secure
cycle
storage

Access
to shared
toilet
facilities /
kitchenette

Provision
for
sprinklers/
smoke
detectors

Consider
signage
for streetfacing
units

Small to medium workshop or makes space
applies predominantly to the following
sectors:
— Art & Design
— Fashion
— Artists
— Civil Society

5

1

3

1

2

RA

4

3.5m min.
prefered

Provision
for service
risers

D

3

6

FT

5

4

M
A
K
E
R

2

Key:
Small Creative Workshop/Studio Provision
1. 10-32m 2 floor area
2. Typical floor plate dimensions = 3 x 7m
3. Windows reflect height of space to maximise
lighting
4. Heating through wet system or space heaters
5. Potential for sub-metered servicing
6. Safe or locking door
Note: Long-narrow spaces maximising useable wall
space are desirable.
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Key:
Medium Creative Workshop/Studio Provision
1. 32-500m 2 floor area
2. Typical floor plate dimensions = 12 x 25m
3. Windows reflect height of space to maximise
lighting
4. Floor loading between 3.5-5kN/m 2
5. Slidable/non-loadbearing division walls to enable
subdivision
Note: Larger studios likely to be sub-divided into
clean and ‘messy’ spaces. Flexibility for specific subdivision is essential.

Specialist
equipment
with 3 phase
power

Shared ground
floor access for
large deliveries

Localised
extract e.g.
fume cupboard

Blackhorse Workshops, Waltham Forest,
2013-14
Blackhorse Workshop is a CIC and is a
publically accessible workshop. Developed
by Assemble in collaboration with artists,
businesses and community organisations.
A large external courtyard is accessed via
lockable gates and roller shutter entrance
doors provide good delivery access and storage.
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WORKSHOP: S-M
Technical specifications

Vehicle access
— Some operational parking required for moving of
materials within studio
— Provide a dedicated loading/ unloading access to the
building with enough space for a rigid HGV circulation
— Vehicle and cycle parking provided in line with The
London Plan
Waste management
— Need to accommodate and situate appropriate internal
/ external capacity and accessibility for all waste that
is generated. Special consideration may need to be
given for the less typical types of waste generated
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Emissions
— Potentially disruptive/ noxious emissions associated
with making spaces
— Centralised extraction system (including scrubber unit
where applicable) for removal of possible solvents etc.

Separate passenger
& goods lift

Provision for
sprinklers / smoke
detection

Shared kitchen

Street facing
entrance

Wide corridors

Shared toilets

Reception (possibly
street-facing)

Designated
loading bay

Designated delivery
bay

FT

Communal space/yard requirements
— Communal/break out spaces encourage interaction
and foster a creative community but do not generate
revenue and have a negative impact on floorspace
efficiency

Quality of internal environment
— Space that is customisable –activities and therefore
space requirements are varied, therefore a ‘standard’
product may not meet needs
— Large, open spaces – most activities require spaces
that provide appropriate scale (height and floorplan) to
accommodate large equipment or other installations,
artist activity will require natural light
— Non-structural dividing walls increase adaptability
for tenants with specialist equipment: screen printing
presses, workshop areas etc
— Capacity for work bench and other dedicated
workspaces - for businesses to base themselves within
the centre and co-working spaces that can be used
alongside the equipment.

RA

Access and servicing
— Utility provision is dependent upon the scope of
offering
— Standard inclusion covers: small power, lighting,
emergency lighting, fire and smoke detection, security
systems for perimeter and studios, internet access and
comms, water
— Metering and sub metering for individual tenants
— Heating of spaces either through a wet system (boiler
and radiators) or space heaters

1.80m
min

Noise
— Hours of operation can be outside conventional
working hours (24 hour)
— Generally low noise-level creative/ making functions,
some need for particular sound insulation

Security (24 hours)
Secure cycle storage

D

Typology Characteristics
— Individual maker spaces typically 150-200m2 (1,6152,153sq.ft), with larger floorspace usually occupied by
larger organisations - open access or educational uses
— Provision on any floor
— 2.9 -4.4m ceiling height
— Generally a minimum ceiling height of 3.5m is preferred
— Can be provided at street-level or within building at any
floor
— Generally spaces are better located off the street but
some occupiers would benefit from being located with
a presence on the public realm
— For large creative studios: Due to loading and access
requirements, large studios are better suited to ground
floor provision
— Occupier access should be secure, with possibility to
individually lock studios or a safe within each studio
— Need for staffing / client access as well as some
requirements for materials to be brought into studio
spaces
— Fibre optic broadband for good internet provision is
essential

Ancillary features for
shared workspace

M
A
K
E
R

Individual lockers

Communal / break
out area

Personal car parking Localised extract e.g.
fume cupboard
separate from service
yards

Goods storage

Movement of materials within spaces
— Wide corridors are useful for moving work and objects
but not too wide to become storage
— Multi-storey studios require a goods lift for vertical
material movements and a goods in covered zone /
lobby area
Interaction with the street
— Majority of artists prefer studios to be private and not
public fronting
— Visibility of common areas and shared facilities more
suited to street activation than studios

Space for specialist
Supporting spaces :
equipment with 3
woodwork machine
phase power, e.g. kiln room, metalwork room,
spray booth / wet room

Assemble office
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FLEXIBLE COMMUNITY
SPACE, SIZE: S
Typical layout

Typical optional features

This typology covers multi-use events space
provision, in particular where it is provided at
a small scale.

Small flexible community space applies
predominantly to the following sectors:
— Art & Design
— Artists
— Civil Society
Meeting
space / room

Suspended
ceiling

Kitchenette

Accessible
bathroom

Secure cycle
storage

FT

5
4

2

6

1

8

Server / Data
trays

D

3.5m min.
prefered

RA

7

3

Outdoor and
loading access

Key:
1. 11-32m2 floor area. Regular shape maximises
flexibility
2. Daylight and natural ventilation
3. Active street presence and accessible entrance
4. Community notices and space for additional
fixings
5. Storage to include space for chairs and tables to
be packed away
6. Kitchenette facilities
7. Power should be provided in multiple places with
flexible access
8. Outdoor area
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Mechanical
ventilation

Storage

Provision for
sprinklers
/ smoke
detection

East Street Exchange, Southwark, 2019
A new extension to East Street Library by We
Made That provided much needed additional
space for the libraries popular activities. It
offers an affordable and flexible space that is
bookable and opens outside of normal library
opening hours. This provides a much needed
meeting place for local community groups,
businesses and homework clubs to use.
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FLEXIBLE COMMUNITY
SPACE, SIZE: M
Typical layout

Typical optional features

6

Medium flexible community space applies
predominantly to the following sectors:
— Art & Design
— Artists
— Civil Society

5

3
4
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Server / Data
trays

Accessible
bathroom

Secure cycle
storage

Outdoor and
loading access

Mechanical
ventilation

D

2

Key:
1. 32m 2 - 150m 2 floor area			
Regular and open plan shape maximises
flexibility
2. Daylight and natural ventilation with user
controlled openings
3. Active street presence and accessible
entrance
4. Community notices clearly visible to public
from outside
5. Storage to include space for chairs and tables
to be packed away
6. Kitchenette facilities to be provided adjacent
to the space, with hatch access internally and
close proximity to outdoors
7. Power should be provided in multiple places
with flexible access
8. Clear wall space for additional fixings and
event decoration

Kitchenette

FT

7

1

RA

3.5m min.
prefered

Suspended
ceiling

Meeting
space / room

8

Storage

Provision for
sprinklers
/ smoke
detection

The Green, Nunhead
AOC designed this community centre in
Nunhead. The building contains generous
space for community activities and events
with three different sizes of community space
available to hire (small, medium and large). A
covered entrance spills out on to the adjacent
Nunhead Green.
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FLEXIBLE COMMUNITY
SPACE, SIZE: S-L
Technical specifications

Vehicle access
— Provide a dedicated loading/ unloading access to
the space
— Disabled parking bays should be provided within
close proximity to an accessible entrance
— Vehicle and cycle parking provided in line with
The London Plan

Noise
— Hours of operation can be outside conventional
working hours (24 hour)
— Some need for particular sound insulation
to mitigate noise of events and community
activities such as music or sport
— consider specification of floor material that is
flexible but accomodating for events such as
dance and yoga

Separate lift

Provision for
sprinklers / smoke
detection

Shared kitchen

Street facing
entrance

Secure cycle storage

Shared toilets

Shared showers /
changing rooms

Reception (possibly
street-facing)

Storage

FT

Quality of internal environment
— Space should be flexible and adaptable
— Spaces should be open without columns or
structure interrupting the space
— Ample storage for tables and chairs
— Good natural light and ventilation, with openings
that can be controlled by the users
— construction method should allow for fixings and
hangings
— generous space (including ceiling height) for
display of posters, signage and community event
decoration
— track lighting may be useful for flexibility of
events

RA

Access and servicing
— Utility provision is dependent upon the scope of
offering
— Standard inclusion covers: small power, lighting,
emergency lighting, fire and smoke detection,
security systems for perimeter and studios,
internet access and comms, water
— Kitchenette facilities are essential
— Heating of spaces either through a wet system
(boiler and radiators) or space heaters
— Multiple power points should be provided n
flexible locations such as hidden in the centre of
the floor
— Extraction system required for kitchenette

be given for storage if the space is used outside
of normal operating hours

Security (24 hours)

D

Typology Characteristics
— Small community space typically 11m 2 - 32m 2
and medium sized community space typically
32m 2 - 150m 2
— Provision on ground floor preferable due to street
prescence
— 2.9 - 4.4m ceiling height, generally a minimum
ceiling height of 3.5m is preferred for flexibility in
accomodating different types of activity
— Fibre optic broadband for good internet provision
is preferable
— accessible bathroom with shower and chaning
facilities and kitchenette are essential for a fully
functioning community space
— access to adjacent private outdoor space
should be provided for events to spill outside.
Surrounding workers could then also use this
amenity space
— access to adjacent additional storage

Ancillary features for
flexible community space

Interaction with the street
— Activities should be visible to the street.
Translucent blinds may be neccessary for some
more private activities
— consider direction of glazing to avoid excessive
solar gain
— Secure access should be provided that is
seperate to the rest of the building so that the
space can be hired out
— Community notices should be displayed so that
they are visible from the street

Designated delivery
bay

Designated
loading bay

Waste management
— Need to accommodate and situate appropriate
internal / external capacity and accessibility for
all waste that is generated. Consideration must
176 Kensal Creative Economy
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4.0 URBAN SCALE
GUIDANCE

This guidance provides recommendations
for the successful co-location of creative
and civil society sector workspace with
residential accommodation, with a
particular focus on public realm typologies

D

RA

FT

that support these activities.
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4.0 URBAN SCALE
GUIDANCE

Co-location of residential
& creative workspace

176 Kensal Creative Economy
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FT

RA

Adjacencies with residential uses
— stepped sections and set back of residential
façades from the street can help to mitigate
noise
— consider a decking structure over the yard to
mitigate against noise from adjacent residents
— incorporate acoustic mitigation measures such
as wall and floor build-ups and mechanical
ventilation between creative workspace, office
and residential uses
— upper level workspace can be used as a buffer
between residential uses and creative workspace
with more noisy uses
— utilise ancillary residential uses (such as bike
store and parking) can be used as buffers
between residential and noisy uses such as
workshops
— mechanical plants can be provided on rooftops
and fed by service risers within residential cores,
leading from ground floor units to roof level
— a mix of creative workspace uses at ground floor
alongside other busy ground floor activities
such as shops, cafés and professional services
will help to create a vibrant frontage and
environment for surrounding residents

Block depths
— creative workspace can have a deeper plan than
residential. This allows for storage and support
spaces at the rear whilst maintaining an active
frontage with windows for natural light and
ventilation
— a shallower block depth with residential above
allows space for landscaped terraces for amenity
and services as a buffer between housing and
the working street below
— working yards for creative uses should have
minimum 16m depth so that LGVs can operate
— residential block depths should be maximum
12m, with windows on two sides for cross
ventilation and good natural light

D

Site layout
— create a hierarchy of uses between residential
and working streets so that different uses are
not conflicting. Consider different service access
requirements and pedestrian entrances
— massing of blocks can be arranged to define
working and residential yards which are essential
for creative uses to extend outdoors and offer
important amenity for residents
— yards and loading spaces should be situated
away from the street edge towards the middle or
rear of the site.
— creative workspace must be stitched in to the
surrounding area through promoting connections
to the high street and green links to parks

2

3

Key:
1. Neighbourhood street prioritises trees, planting
and pedestrian & cycle movements.
2. Commercial and retail ground floor uses create
interest and activity along the streets-cape
3. Working streets characterised by large roller
shuttered openings to commercial units and for
production/activity to spill out into the street
where possible

1
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5.0 PUBLIC REALM
GUIDANCE TO SUPPORT
CREATIVE WORKSPACE
This guidance provides recommendations
for public realm typologies that support
creative workspace within a mixed-use
context. Focusing on the neighbourhood
street, working street and the canal, it sets
out the design parameters including factors

FT

such as servicing requirements, public
realm, guidance on frontages, signage and

D

RA

noise mitigation measures.
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5.0 PUBLIC REALM
GUIDANCE
STREET TYPOLOGIES
Neighbourhood Street

The following guidance sets out the main principles
for public realm that supports creative workspace
for surrounding residents and workspace users alike.

— reduce dominance of cars with single lane traffic
— ample provision for cycle parking
— proximity to public transport appropriate to
use, such as B1c, studio space or civil society
sector offices located in areas with higher Public
Transport Access Level (PTAL)

Green infrastructure
— provide trees and planting wherever possible to
mitigate noise, enhance pedestrian experience
and well-being. Consider placement on pavement
so that street movement is not impeeded
— SUDs systems such as rain gardens can be used
to improve air quality and reduce ground water

FT

Active street frontages
— generous pavement space for activities to spill
outdoors to improve user experience and passive
surveillance. Activity must be considerate of
surrounding residential contexts
— avoid stretches of inactive or blank frontage
— attractive boundaries to improve relationship
with edge conditions
— announce entrances, make them accessible and
welcoming from street level

run off

— soft and permeable landscape materials

Promote active transport
— ample width for connected cycle routes to work consider isolated cycle lanes
— locate junctions within close proximity that
are designed to be safe and easy to cross for
pedestrians and cyclists
— improve lighting and legibility of cycling and
walking routes to transport links
176 Kensal Creative Economy
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roofs or yard space

RA

— urban greening can be provided through green

Legible wayfinding and identity

— directional signage and maps for user wayfinding
to surrounding areas

2

D

Enhanced public experience
— encourage social interaction with provision
for leisure and cultural activities adjacent to
creative workspace
— provide amenity to meet practical needs and
improve everyday experience such as seating,
street vendor areas on designated streets, social
space, cycle storage/parking
— consider how the public realm character of
the high street links with secondary streets to
promote wayfinding and consistency
— create permeability through to residential
neighbourhoods whilst maintaining hierarchy of
pedestrian routes with public amenity space
— de-cluttered public realm and good street
lighting
— good quality paving materials
— focus on sustainable living and public well-being
— control height of buildings to consider wind
conditions and over shadowing

— lettering and feature lighting to hightlight and
advertise workspace

— projecting signage attached to each unit

3

— shutters, if required, should be integrated into
the elevation and set back from the facade

4
1

Key:
1. Wider more generous public realm allows space
to support events & activity
2. Active street frontage with spill-out of activity
onto wide pavement, along with incorporation of
planting and street furniture
3. Legible and attractive wayfinding and lighting
enhances the public realm
4. Formal crossings for save movement and
pedestrian permeability
5. Planting mature trees along neighbourhood
streets

5
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5.0 PUBLIC REALM
GUIDANCE
STREET TYPOLOGIES
Working Street

Hierarchy of movement
— separate vehicular, pedestrian and cycle access
to avoid pedestrian conflict (take advantage of
sites with multiple sides)
— separate circulation for residential access, staff,
visitors and services
— ensure efficient connections for HGV/LGV routes
to strategic networks to reduce conflict with
other road users
— seperate modes of transport such as limiting
types of vehicles that can use particular routes
— promote consolidation of deliveries through
business collaboration
— create separate and distinct entrances from
other adjacent uses
Access, yards, servicing and parking
— ensure services from residential uses, bin stores
and entrances do not interrupt or obstruct
creative workspace
— ancillary spaces, car parking and loading bays
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—
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Site layout
— build to the edge of the plot to create a cohesive
street character and remove the need for fences
but allow ample width of footpaths
— structural gridded façades allow for flexible
internal layouts, entrance locations as well as
light, privacy and ventilation levels
— units should have a range of hours of operation
for street frontage to remain active into the
evening
— good lighting and visual permeability is essential
— provide attractive and legible identity to assist
wayfinding
— frontage to working yards and amenity spaces
should be positive and active

—

should be surrounded with active edges (such
as workspaces, shops and galleries) to minimise
impact on the public realm and act as a buffer
between residential and workspace
consolidate waste handling, waste collecting and
servicing between adjacent sites
manage HGV/LGV access, provide adequate
space for loading bays, yard space and HGV
movement away from street frontage
provide digital infrastructure and WiFi
improvements to support businesses
consider increased loading on services relevant
to creative workspace and access to servicing
set back vehicle routes from central amenity
space
consolidate shared parking away from site edges

D

The following guidance is for the development of a
working street that supports creative workspace
activities and associated co-location with
residential. The guidance places focus on the ground
floor and covers access, frontage, signage and noise
mitigation measures.

3

1

Key:
1. Working yard supports employment function
of adjacent commercial units. Accommodating
servicing and deliveries
2. Residential accommodation above set back from
working yards with landscaped buffer
3. Potential for working yards to support leisure
related functions on weekends - such as a
taproom associated with a small scale brewery
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5.0 PUBLIC REALM
GUIDANCE
OPEN SPACE TYPOLOGIES
Residential
& amenity yard

Working yard

A strategy for the separation of ‘working yards’
and ‘residential and amenity yards’ is critical for
supporting creative workspace and its successful
coexistence amongst neighbourhood areas.

Space for essential creative activities
Yards connected to creative workspace provide
essential shared ‘spill-out’ areas to expand creative
activities such as makerspace, performing artists
or production of large work. Mews street typologies
offer important examples of this.

Light pollution should be considered when
workspace is in close proximity to residential units.
Directional lighting or restricted hours of operation
may be neccessary.
Urban realm improvements
Contributions to the surrounding urban realm
include the opportunity to improve edge conditions,
share parking and other facilities and coordinate
deliveries.

FT

Active streetscape
Ground floor workspace will benefit from the ability
to spill out onto the yard and create a vibrant
environment. This requires permeability to the street.
Yards allow for a mix of public-facing workspace,
open access facilities and ancillary public uses to
face and activate these spaces. These could include
units of a range of sizes including smaller scale
units that create a buffer to residential uses and
entrances.

If creative yard space uses are quieter, not noxious
and don’t require regular servicing, mixing with other
uses at a building level can be possible.

RA

Provide green infrastructure
Yards can also contribute to making places more
sustainable through mitigating surface water
flooding, improving air and noise quality and
addressing the urban heat island effect.

Acoustic and visual buffer
Individual yard space may be less compatible with
workspace uses on the same block given access
requirements and environmental impacts. Yard space
should be well segregated from surrounding uses.
It may be necessary to consider a decking structure
over the yard to mitigate against visual and noise
issues associated with servicing. This could provide
residential amenity and green space.

A boundary structure can provide sound attenuation,
the chance to secure premises and a positive street
relationship through planting and signage. This must
be carefully considered to maintain a positive public
realm environment.

D

Support adjacent residential uses
Courtyards or pocket spaces allow additional
amenity for a wide array of adjacent uses. Yards can
be tucked away from busy streets to provide amenity
space for residents, local workers and visitors.

Social work environment
Working yards also provide shared ‘spill-out’
areas for the adjacent workforce and a chance for
occupants to meet and use communally. Public
facing uses such as gallery or reception spaces
should face onto the amenity spaces.
Clear management arrangements are needed for
successful external space provision.
Servicing and access
Where the working yard joins a main road, width of
access and egress will need to provide for a two-way
flow. Allowance of 8m clear should be acceptable,
recessed to enable gain clear vision of traffic.
Access for deliveries, loading, maintenance and
staff/visitor parking needs to be delineated to avoid
conflicts between different users. 16m yard depth is
necessary for LGV access.
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Residential & amenity yard:
Incorporating street furniture and play features, high
quality and robust materials and soft landscaping

Working yard:
Accommodating spill-out of employment activities,
servicing and potential amenity and leisure functions
supporting both the workforce and visitors
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5.0 PUBLIC REALM
GUIDANCE

The Canalside
1

The canal must be recognised as a key environmental
asset in the Kensal Canalside Opportunity Area.
It provides an opportunity for an enhanced public
realm for creative and civil society sector workspace
as well as wider benefits for community use.

3

D

RA

FT

2

4

5

Key:
1. New signage and wayfinding at key crossings and
areas of high footfall
2. New public realm improvements introducing new
landscaping and better accessibility
3. New facilities providing leisure activity, amenity
and workspace to activate the canal
4. New pedestrian and cycle bridges to increase
permeability and access to key green spaces
5. Existing employment uses address the canal in a
positive way
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5.0 PUBLIC REALM
GUIDANCE
THE CANALSIDE

Transport infrastructure and movement
— upgrade junctions and access for pedestrians
and cyclists
— accessible links and level links between canal
side paths and street network above
— widen pedestrian paths, cycle paths and entry
to towpaths where possible. Manage conflict
between the different users, enable two-way use
— improve connections over, for example bridges for
pedestrian and bicycles only
— improve wayfinding and signage to connect the
dots and link to surrounding area. Emphasis
should be placed at key transport nodes
— enhance and improve established moorings
for residents and boating communities in
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appropriate locations that include facilities such
as power, waste disposal. mooring, material
collection, work benches, tools
— consider existing maintenance points and access
to these facilities and infrastructures such as
parking
— cycle hire, repair and docking facilities

RA
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Environmental and heritage assets
— preserve biodiverse habitats and links
— celebrate histories
— connect to existing public, open spaces and
green links that are close to the canal
— link the canal into the surrounding area
— temporary uses or quick wins to activate blank
frontages or vacant building
— bring new civic, cultural and leisure uses to the
canal such as fishing, canoe clubs or nature
trails

Above: opportunity for improved movement

Above: boaters facilities and workspace

D

Public, leisure and boating community uses
— celebrate and enhance appearance of bridges,
including improved lighting underneath
— improve public realm with continuous paved
surface, tree planting and lighting
— provide opportunities for dwell time such as
seating
— work with local and strategic partners to activate
public spaces
— intensify public activity where canal intersects
with key transport nodes, for example at bridges
— provide boat repair and maintenance facilities,
DIY stores nearby can be useful
— possibility for activities to be transferable,
for example repair facilities could offer an
opportunity for skills sharing
— activate edges and frontages that face the canal
to support passive surveillance and improved
experience
— opportunity for adjacent working spaces and
yards to activate canal side through making
activities visible from canal side
— consider where deliveries could be made if there
is the opportunity to share locally based logistics
— new developments that face on to the canal
should be consider appropriate heights of
buildings, widths of access and activities that
respond to the canal and its uses
— floating pontoons or temporary structures to
encourage use for events

Hackneywick canal activation and Bow Riverside

Bow riverside

Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park, Stratford
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6.0 LEASING AND
MANAGEMENT ARRANGEMENTS

A summary of potential typical management
arrangements for creative workspace,
with a particular focus on council
controlled workspace methods, and
the end user or occupier of the space.
Partnering Regeneration Devleopment

FT

(PRD) have contributed to the research
and presentation of potential management

D

workspace in Kensal.

RA

arrangements that are suitable for creative
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6.0 LEASING AND
MANAGEMENT ARRANGEMENTS

Property market analysis &
opportunities

Opportunities for leasing
& management arrangements

Property Market Analysis
The evidence from the market analysis is
essential for understanding appropriate end user
requirements, to inform leasing and management
arrangement options.
Key findings from the commercial appraisal
research showed that office rental values are below
comparators, reflecting the area’s position as a less
established market. Industrial rents were shown
to be slightly higher than comparables, suggesting
relatively strong demand.
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Supply of office space in the study area is relatively
strong; however, this is not always being met by
demand. Office vacancy rates in Kensal are low at
1.3%, but this is also largely due to inactivity in the
market. Similarly, not much new, re-let or sub-let
space is coming onto the market in North Kensington
and the KCOA vicinity.

FT

The consensus of agents consulted is that the
Kensal area’s lower price point is as a result of its
lack of connectivity and amenity, which are often
sought after by potential tenants regardless of the
quality of the space.
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